KATO USB KT-M1N
Digital conference Speakerphone with omni directional MIC

KATO KT-M1N is an internet conference Speakerphone for small size conference that seat up to 6 participants. It can also be used in high-end home business or leisure and entertainment venues.

KATO USB conference Speakerphone is a convenient network audio and video conference, supporting audio and video conference software and IM instant communication tools such as Skype and MSN. Otherwise it can be used as external microphone and loudspeaker for your compute. Digital audio from computer and audio from microphone are sent by USB, which KATO voice processing will before it. Digital signal is not disturbed during transmission, and signal will be pure.

With a 3.5 meters pickup range by expansion microphone and advanced audio technology such as 256ms acoustic echo cancellation and Dynamic Noise Reduction (DNR), KATO USB conference Speakerphone will make the conversation flows more naturally and be heard every word clearly.

Installation of KATO KT-M1N
1. Internet conference: as long as connecting computer and conference Speakerphone by USB cable is OK
2. Personal conference: as long as connecting computer and conference Speakerphone by USB cable and earphone is OK

Features:
- Legendary voice quality
  The clearest and richest audio experience in a conference phone
- USB paring of your portable devices (computer mainly)
  Supporting computer software audio, such as Skype, Wechat, MSN and other online communication software
- Personal conference
  Connecting by 3.5mm earphone plug, communication will be more private and do not trouble colleague
- KATO audio High-tech
  360-degree mic coverage
  256ms acoustic echo cancellation
  Full duplex
  Dynamic Noise Reduction(DNR)
- Portable external microphone and speaker
  No need driver; Clear, unmixed and not harsh sound quality;
  Elegant business appearance

Packing list: KATO conference Speakerphone, USB cable, quick user guide, warranty card.
Shenzhen Kato Vision Co., Ltd
Mob.: +86 -13058147235   Email: sales05@katovision.com

Specification

Architecture
• Tabletop console contains audio processing functions, USB function, indicator and key function
• USB cabal (1.5m)
• USB extend cable (1.5m)

Audio
• Digital audio processing
• 256ms echo cancellation
• Dynamic noise reduction
• full duplex
• 360 degree pick-up range

Function
• support computer software audio -Skype, Zoom, Whatsapp, etc.
• microphone mute
• loudspeaker mute
• volume up/down
• indicator
• enable earphone

Keypad
• microphone mute key
• loudspeaker mute key
• volume up/down keys

Indicator LED(Orange)
• triangle indicator on: working
• left indicator on: speaker mute
• right indicator on: MIC mute
• single triangle indicator on: Correspond to microphone work, other shutdown

Warranty
• 1 year guarantee

Color
• Black

Network interface
• USB 2.0 (compatible with USB 1.1)

Microphone
• 1 Omnidirectional microphone
0-8000Hz

Loudspeaker
• 3.94-inch anti-magnetic speaker

Recommended conditions
• temperature: 5° ~44°
• humidity: 20~85% condensation free
• noise level: <48db
• storage temperature: -10° ~55°
• Reverberation time:<0.5 seconds

About KATO
Shenzhen KATO VISION Co., Limited established in 2004, which specialize in 4K/USB/HD video conference camera, speakerphone, keyboard controller and capture card. We commit to supply Hi-tech, high quality and humanized product. We regard “Do better and meet customers” different requirements as our duty, continuously innovation, refining and changing.
More information, please visit our web: www.katovid.com